CAF-1 is required for efficient replication of euchromatic DNA in Drosophila larval endocycling cells.
The endocycle constitutes an effective strategy for cell growth during development. In contrast to the mitotic cycle, it consists of multiple S-phases with no intervening mitosis and lacks a checkpoint ensuring the replication of the entire genome. Here, we report an essential requirement of chromatin assembly factor-1 (CAF-1) for Drosophila larval endocycles. This complex promotes histone H3-H4 deposition onto newly synthesised DNA in vitro. In metazoans, the depletion of its large subunit leads to the rapid accumulation of cells in S-phase. However, whether this slower S-phase progression results from the activation of cell cycle checkpoints or whether it reflects a more direct requirement of CAF-1 for efficient replication in vivo is still debated. Here, we show that, strikingly, Drosophila larval endocycling cells depleted for the CAF-1 large subunit exhibit normal dynamics of progression through endocycles, although accumulating defects, such as perturbation of nucleosomal organisation, reduction of the replication efficiency of euchromatic DNA and accumulation of DNA damage. Given that the endocycle lacks a checkpoint ensuring the replication of the entire genome, the biological context of Drosophila larval development offered a unique opportunity to highlight the requirement of CAF-1 for chromatin organisation and efficient replication processes in vivo, independently of checkpoint activation.